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It is generally assumed that parasitic gaps (S) occur in subordinate clauses if the coreferential NP
in the main clause has moved to the A'-position (consider Engdahl’s example (1)). In Russian one
can find examples of parasitic gaps which are quite similar to the English ones (cf. (2–3), t for
real gap, e for parasitic gap). Interestingly, examples of type (2) should be pronounced with
special “requestioning” intonation, which implies given discourse status of the gapped NP.  A
challenging feature of Russian is that empty objects can occur in similar sentences without real
gaps (cf. 4). [1]

For instance, in English such sentences are ungrammatical. The sentences like (4) raise a
question of whether these are parasitic gaps or just a specific case of more general phenomena of
null object pronouns (see [Beermann 1992 [1]] for null pronoun analysis of PGs in German).

However there are facts against analyzing Russian PGs as pronouns. Sentences with “true”
PGs demonstrate Weak Crossover Effect (cf. 5), thus PGs can’t be analyzed as pronouns.

In fact, there is some evidence that the phenomena in (2–3) on one hand and (4) on the
other have much in common.

1. The “missing”NPs in both cases obey similar restrictions. For instance, in both cases
there is a requirement that the subordinate clause with missing NP must not have an overtly
expressed subject (cf. (7–8)). Cf. similar constraints on “true” PGs in English in [Engdahl 1983
[2]].

2.  In  Russian  the  antecedent  of  PG  must  be  GIVEN  (in  terms  of  information  structure).
This is true for sentences with topicalization (9), relative sentences (3), and for WH-questions,
that must be pronounced with obligatory “requestioning” intonation. It would also hold for
sentences without movement (6).

The main proposal of this paper is that “missing”NPs in sentences like (4), just as those in
(2-3), are in fact parasitic gaps. In Russian PGs are licensed by covert movement of an antecedent
NP in Topic position1. This analysis allows to explain why such Russian sentences as (10) are
ungrammatical — in contrast to (11), that demonstrates general possibility of backward anaphora
in Russian.  The point is that if we assume covert movement, then (10) is ruled out by Weak
Crossover Effect. The parameter of (non-)overtness of movement in “missing” object
constructions may be useful in typological studies.

Examples:

(1)  [Which articles]i did John file ti without reading ei?

(2)  [Kakuju knigu]i ty vybrosil ti, ne pro itav ei?
    ’Which book have you thrown away without reading?’

(3) Eto kniga, kotorujui Vasja vybrosil ti, ne pro itav ei.
    ‘This is a book which Vasja threw away without reading.’

1 See [Nissenbaum 2000 [3]] for a discussion of general possibility for PGs to be licensed by non-overt movement.
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(4) Ja vybrosil [etu knigu]i, ne pro itav ei.
    ‘I have thrown away this book without reading it.’

(5) [Kakuju knigu]i ty, ne itaja ei/*eei, vybrosil ti,?
  ‘Which book have you thrown away without reading?’

(6)  — to ty podaril Andreju?
  ‘— What have you presented to Andrew?’
— ??Ja podaril jemu knigui, ne itaja ei
  ‘— I presented him a book without reading it.’

(7) Petja vybrosil [etu knigu] i , posle togo kak on pro ital *(jeëi).
  ‘Petja threw away this book after he had read it.’

(8) OKPetja vybrosil [etu knigu]i, posle togo kak pro ital ei.
  ‘Petja threw away this book after he had read it.’

(9) [Etu knigu]i ja vykinu ti, ne itaja ei.
  ‘This book, I will throw it away without reading.’

(10) Ja vykinul, ne itaja ei/*eei, [etu knigu]i.
  ‘I have thrown away this book without reading it.’

(11) Kogda ja vstretil eei, Mašai gorjko plakala.
  ‘When I met heri, Mashai cried bitterly.’
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